Important Cyclical Indicator

The BAA SPREAD leads GDP by one quarter. It is one of the most important short-term indicators. It dropped a significant -7bp on Wednesday.
Stronger U.S. Data

1. BAA SPREAD
2. EVRISI house price survey
3. Unemployment claims
4. Consumer credit
5. Federal outlays & receipts
6. EVRISI temp & perm wage and employment surveys
7. Money (M2)
8. Refi
9. Atlanta Fed wage tracker
Significant Global Easing Cycle Clearly Underway

Global Short Rates, which are one of the variables in our econometric model to forecast GDP, declined again yesterday and are almost certain to continue to decline.
Inflation Still MIA

A month ago, in response to a package of higher inflation data, we thought an Inflation Tone Change had occurred. Because inflation data since then have been in the other direction, we no longer believe that. This morning, China’s core CPI was reported up just +1.6% y/y. And while oil is up today, WTI at $54 is down more than -$20 from its 2018 high. And the US core PPI was tame in July (see next page).
**Inflation Still MIA**  Contd

The US core PPI deflated -0.08% m/m in July and slowed to +2.08% y/y. This does not fit with the “transitory” view.
Positive U.S. Credit Momentum

Revolving credit increased +4.6% y/y in June.
Bank loans increased +4.9% y/y in late July.
In addition, M2 increased +$36b w/w this week and accelerated to +5.3% y/y (see next page).

U.S. CONSUMER CREDIT (REVOLVING)
Jun: $1.07t

+4.6% Y/Y

U.S. BANK TOTAL LOANS
Adjusted for FASB Accounting Change
Jul 24: $9.84t

+4.9% Y/Y

CONSUMER CREDIT

BANK LOANS
U.S. Money Growth Has Accelerated

According to the Marshallian K concept, when M2 growth is faster than nominal GDP growth, the S&P tends to go up. M2 this week is up +5.3% y/y, and nominal GDP growth in 3Q is probably less than +4.0% y/y.
U.S. Labor Markets Still Solid

Unemployment claims 4 wk avg was reported yesterday unchanged at a very low 212k, close to a five-decade low. And EVRISI temp & perm surveys of company employment increased this week to a near-record 63.5.
U.S. Wage Accelerating

At the same time the Atlanta Fed wage tracker has moved up to +3.9%, EVRISI temp & perm surveys of company wages increased this week to a near-record 72.3.
Refi Help For U.S. Economy

In the past, the US leading indicator has improved after surges in refi. Surges in refi are associated with easing cycles and declines in interest rates (mtg rates). Mtg rates could be headed down further, and refi could move up significantly from here.
The Stock Market Drives The Economy

Alan Greenspan made this point in a paper in 1959.

We still find it to be valid.

In any event, consumer confidence moves pretty closely with the S&P. Bloomberg’s weekly measure of Consumer Comfort declined a significant -1.8 this week, although to a still elevated 62.9.

Similarly, the S&P this morning is down more than -100 points from its recent high, although still at an elevated 2925.
The Bad List

• Trade war
• Inverted yield curve
• Brexit
• Hong Kong
• S&P earnings recession

• *Eisman says Hong Kong protests are his biggest worry with economy, a possible ‘black swan’.*

• *U.K. economy posts surprise contraction, worst quarter since 2012.*

• *Italian stocks fall as Deputy PM Salvini calls for fresh elections.*
Europe and China Sales Surveys Both Still Well Below 50 This Week

Global growth is almost certainly weak and probably still weakening.
China Nominal GDP Probably Still Slowing

China’s PPI is particularly important to watch because China nominal GDP growth moves with it. China’s PPI was reported today for July with a -0.3% y/y decline!
Even If It’s Likely “Different This Time”

The yield curve has been inverted prior to the last seven recessions. It’s inverted again. Let’s say the odds are 70% “it’s different this time”. Even given that view, the Fed might want to work to get to a positive yield curve. This would fall in the “low-probability, high-impact event”. And of course, 30% is hardly a low probability.
Even If It’s Likely “Different This Time”

Judging by history, a significantly inverted yield curve signals a recession 12 months out. So the current inversion, which has now become significant, suggests a recession starting just a few months before the 2020 election.
Even If It’s Likely “Different This Time”

Contd

In 2000, when the yield curve had the same size and duration of inversion that it has today, EVRISI company surveys were still at a very strong 59.6. The recession started in 2001.

In 2006, when the yield curve had the same size and duration of inversion that it has today, EVRISI company surveys were still at an OK level of 53.1 (about what they are today). The recession started in 2007.

Bottom line, the yield curve tends to be dismissed in real time, because when it’s signaling a recession, everything looks “fine”.
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